
Dart. 
Data Science.

And how to Fudge it all up.

7 November 2018

The totally untrue story of one man’s failed quest to conquer high school math, once and for all.

This talk consists of at least 50% slides you’ve recycled



Please keep your 
questions for afterwards. 

Like, after I left, if you can.



You can ignore the previous 
slide. Ask away, this talk sucks, 

perhaps your questions will help.



Ramblings, 
mostly not in order.

• Dart stuff.

• Data stuff.

• Lies.

• Science!

• No JavaScript! 

• Random stuff.

• Alternate truths.

• F it. 

 
Yes, it’s TEARS animal rescue on the right. 
 
Did you bring PET FOOD?

This talk contains language and references that are probably rated PG-16, or stronger.  
If you require adult supervision, well, tough.
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Look what I snuck in!
• I’m the most Junior Assistant Intern Aspiring Software Developer at NoFuss Solutions.


• Twitter!! @EwaldHorn


• As a rubbish developer and de-motivational speaker, I will be happy to help you and your 
team fail at anything you are doing. The more critical the deadline, the more chance there is 
of me making a complete and utter fool of you for hiring me.  If I fail to reach this goal, I 
charge double my usual fee.


• Did you know that I can screw up any Android or development project remotely through the 
power of the internet and bad karma? It’s true, try me!


• Nobody could possibly be worse at Dart or Flutter development, with the exception of 
perhaps one or two people in this room.


• Actually, I suck at just about any kind of development, but I do it with unbridled passion and 
that’s what counts. This is not fake news, it was in the paper this morning.


• This text is just here to act as a filler. If you’ve truly read until here, you should totally hire 
me, I’m perfect for the job, promise. I’ll even give you a 15% surcharge if you quote this 
entire talk verbatim and tell me I have the best company logo you’ve ever seen.
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for hosting this talk.

You can blame



Dart - Quick History
• Been around Google since 2011


• Originally intended to fix JavaScript issues


• Is a general purpose language


• Standardised as ECMA 408


• Used as the primary language for Flutter


• Version 2 released in 2018 to enhance types
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Multiple Runtime Targets
• Compiled to JavaScript 

Runs in most browsers with decent JavaScript support in use today 
Not ideal for feature-phone browsers like Opera Mini


•Stand-alone 
Ships an SDK that can run from the command-line (Win, Mac, *nix) 
Used to write web servers, general utilities 
Shippable as a Docker application


• Ahead-of-time (AOT) 
Compiled to machine code for things like Flutter (iOS, Android)
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Why learn you 
a Dart?

Dart offers an easier way 
to use a single language 
across client and server 
t ie rs . Code shar ing 
saves time, effort and 
cuts down on bugs.
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Try before you buy 
You don’t have to install anything to try Dart.
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How to start Darting
• Installers available for Windows, Mac and Debian/Ubuntu 

 
https://www.dartlang.org/tools/sdk


• Chocolatey and HomeBrew also supported


• Tools include the Dart VM,  Dart2JS compiler, static 
analyser, code formatter, documentation generator and 
package manager


• IDE’s supported are Visual Studio Code and IntelliJ IDEA 
Also has plugins for Atom, Emacs and Vim
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Learning Dart
• https://www.dartlang.org/ 


• https://webdev.dartlang.org/angular/tutorial


• https://www.udemy.com/ 


• https://www.udacity.com/google  
 
 
Most courses focus on Flutter, the mobile framework, but 
the Dart language is used in them all.
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Become a Dart DOG.
Or just adopt a dog. 

You can do it.
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What about  
Data Science?

The best way to trick people into coming to your lame talk, is to include Data Science somewhere in the 
title. 
 

Trust me. I know things.



Wow! Data Science!

• It’s like, well, science! But for you data. 
 
Technologies like Hadoop, Spark and all makes is 
possible to store vast quantities of data.  The challenge 
with that is that this data is way too big and cumbersome 
to use with more traditional analysis tools. 
 
Data science allows us to make use of these massive 
data sets and enables a much richer and more diverse 
range of decisions and conclusions to be reached.
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So… What did you just say?

• Big data is BIG, unstructured, dirty and often unusable.


• Traditional tools are simply unable to cope with it all.


• More data can however lead to better decision making.


• We need new techniques and tools, so… Science! 
 
 

• https://www.edureka.co/blog/what-is-data-science/
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Data Science Formula

• Ask questions. 
How can we identify customers that will buy wine.


• Find relevant data. 
Look at past sales that included wine.


• Identify patterns. 
Find similarities and models that predict the outcome.
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The power of Data Science

• Better understanding of data increases business opportunities


• Recommendation engines - increased sales


• Fleet management - less maintenance expenses 
 
 
Given that most companies already have so much data, doesn’t it make sense to mine it 
and use it effectively?


• https://hbr.org/2018/10/to-get-your-team-to-use-data-demystify-it
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But… Why Dart?

• I’m not a data scientist, I work in support of data 
scientists. There’s an important distinction here.


• Yes, there are awesome languages and tools for data 
analysis and science like R, Python, Julia, Pandas. No, 
they are not geared for my typical workload.


• Dart serves as my “glue” language, making for less 
context switching between mobile, web, API and utilities.
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Data Science 101
• Programming 

Some programming is usually required, in languages like R, Python and of course Dart!


• Data Analysis 
Data is dirty, so you need to clean it up or find it across multiple sources. 


• Statistics 
Means, distributions, likelihoods… This is to understand when what techniques will work.


• Machine Learning  
Is the dress blue or white? Random forests and deep neural nets might just help… Or not.


• Algebra and Calculus 
Important for building your own algorithms or solutions.


• Visualisation 
Pretty pictures tell a much better story!


• Data-driven Decisions 
All of the above is useless if you don’t use it, you know?
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Dart for Programming

• General purpose programming language suitable for those utility apps 
you often need.


• Dart VM is able to access files, UDP, TCP, HTTP, WebSockets, MySQL, 
PostgreSQL and many more.


• Capable of writing powerful data collectors and scrapers.


• https://dart-lang.github.io/server/server.html 

https://dart-lang.github.io/server/server.html


Data Analysis

• Once collected, data often needs to be analysed and 
cleaned up.


• Supports powerful RegEx.


• Supports UTF-16 and character-level inspection.


• Powerful String manipulation methods.


• Packages support reading from CSV, Excel and more.
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Have you adopted your dog yet?
Why not?
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Machine Learning
• TensorFlow 

https://pub.dartlang.org/packages/tensorflow
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Sometimes, there’s a better tool.

• Dart is a general purpose language. So…  You can call 
into R, Python, F#, Julia and more!
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Learning Data Science

• https://www.datacamp.com/


• https://www.edx.org/course/subject/data-science


• https://www.udemy.com/ 


• https://www.rstudio.com/online-learning/
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How to Fudge this up.
• Assume Data Science is just like Business Intelligence.


• Refuse to learn new tools and techniques.


• Think this is a one person effort.


• Think one tool is all you need.


• Think this is a once-off process.


• Be afraid of making mistakes and getting it wrong.
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Bonus
• Data Visualisation - for Dart 

http://google.github.io/chartjs.dart/

http://google.github.io/chartjs.dart/


Sorry about all of this.
My most sincere apologies for this talk.   

I’ll take some questions as penance.
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